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THE TUATHA HISTORY 
Notice:  The information contained in this work is not authorized for duplication or 

distribution to other websites or repositories.  The information contained in this work is 
not official, until the final version appears in Tribal Law vs. Dragon’s Rule. 

 
Circa 65 Million BC 
The Sanguinary crashes into the Earth in what is now the Yucatan Peninsula.  Sea levels rise covering 
over the area of the impact as well as most of Northern Africa and over one third of Europe and the 
temperatures on earth rose globally by roughly 11oF.  The Abzulim are born, of those dinosaurs that 
wandered into the special rifts and into Sheol (created by the impact of the Sanguinary and resting place 
of the vast majority of shards and crystalline dust created from its destruction). 
 
Circa 50,000,000 BC 
Various developing species of mammals that ingested various shards and survived the bonding process, 
are captured and enslaved by the Abzulim.  Other creates of the sea and avian species are enslaved as 
well.  Most are simply hunted for sport or food, their voxes then implanted into another creature.  A few 
are chosen to hunt and scout for their masters as the remaining dinosaurs are hunted to extinction. 
 
Circa 6,500,000 BC 
The Primal war begins, the land-bound creatures are used as expendable soldiers by Mammon’s armies 
and take heavy losses as any one Primal is the equal of a small army of the land-bound slaves, who have 
not yet learned the power of serenades and are not capable of true shapeshifting or use of natures.  
When the Abzulim flee Earth and the Primals attack the slaves, they follow the fleeing Anopheles and 
Arachne to the fortress of Babel and hide in the tower. 
 
Circa 6,000,000 BC 
After the Trine force the Primals to leave, most slaves flee Babel and Sheol and return to Earth, 
eventually settling throughout Europe.  A large amount of them settle in the present-day Scandinavian 
Peninsula. 
 
Circa 5,000,000 BC 
The land-bound slaves that fled with the majority of the avians become known as the Vanir while the 
Avians form a clan-like structure and become known as the Aesir.  The Aesir return from exploration with 
the Rime, who enthralls the Vanir as she did the Aesir when they found her.  The Aesier begin to seek out 
and the Vanir then destroy Sunedrion Wealds, all at the command of the Rime.  Other himsati found were 
destroyed and their shard, flesh and bones would be carried back to the Rime who had no traveled to 
Sheol.  Even the remains of those who fell battling Primals in attempts to destroy Sunedrion Wealds were 
brought back to the Rime as she began construction of the Malice Shard. 
 
Circa 1,000,000 BC 
The travelers finish scouring most of Europe and Asia and return in force to Sheol; they are ignored by 
the nearby Anopheles of Mesopotamia. There the Rime creates the Ark of Conundrum and places the 
shards into it.  The Malice Shard begins to form as she takes the physical remains of her fallen followers 
and begins to craft a basic flesh and bone structure the Sanguinary can morph around itself. All this is 
built over the spot where the Red Shard is buried. The flesh and bone meld together forming an organic 
temple after a fashion. 
 
400,000 BC 
Many among the Vanir have begun to question the purpose of the Malice Shard that is being built; the 
Rime quietly destroys them and uses their shards for the growing Malice Shard.  This is witnessed by one 
of the Aesir named Thor.  A rebellion is started among some of the Aesir in an attempt to rescue the 
remaining Vanir from what will be certain death.  During the rebellion the Anopheles, Sharakai, Rukshasa 
and their proto-human servants enter Sheol and destroy the Malice Shard. 
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320,000 BC 
After eons of scattered fighting the Red Shard is unearthed and destroyed by the proto-humans.  The 
Rime deserts the enthralled Aesir to keep her hold on the Vanir and flees deeper into Sheol with the Aesir 
Loki. 
 
300,000 BC 
After siring Fenris, Hela and Jormundgard with Loki, the Rime takes the Vanir and returns to her glacier in 
Greenland, sensing the current glacial period is cooling the world to a point where she can regain 
strength on Earth again (Wolstonian Stage glacial period).  The Vanir are left scattered across a set of 
islands that are now present-day Iceland, Ireland and England. 
 
150,000 BC 
The Aesir find the Vanir in Eire (present-day Ireland), this particular group now calling themselves the 
Tuatha De.  The presence of Loki among them confuses the Vanir, who have not seen the Rime since 
she left them 150,000 years prior.  A true reconciliation does not take place, but the powerful young avian 
warriors from among the Tuatha (led by the Tuatha Morrigan) are fascinated with the nomadic Aesir and 
join with them, leaving Eire. 
 
42,000 BC 
The war of the Asanbosam (Anopheles) and Ephraim (Eremites) begins to spill into the areas of present-
day Ireland and Britain.  This draws the Tuatha into the battle in an effort to stop the destruction of their 
sacred areas; the Tuatha side with the Ephraim and their Morrigan allies. 
 
11,000 BC 
Most Tuatha willingly give themselves up to the Nimrod to be imprisoned in Sheol as they can no longer 
stand the accidental destruction of any more Sunedrion caused by the Shouting War. 
 
7000 BC 
After escaping from Sheol the Tuatha flee back to the wilds and eventually make their way back to Eire 
but find that the islands are now inhabited.  During their time in Sheol another ice age caused the sea 
levels to drop; Ireland and Britain became part of the mainland and nomadic people migrated into the 
area.  They are watched over by a creature they call the Lord of Snow.  This is the first time the Tuatha 
meet the Immortal Celebrant Styx, one of the Ishim and a brother creature to Namergon, the Horned Lord 
and Sphinx.  Styx, while a creature of the cool waters, is nothing like the Rime who enthralled them 
millions of years ago.  They begin to learn about living in harmony with the world around them; when the 
Solitaire’s people approach them it is the Celebrant who urges them to go to Atlantis. 
 
6000 BC 
The Tuatha are quickly brought into the Stratagem Pact, but remain mostly neutral concerning the entry 
of others who come later to the assemblies. 
 
4735 BC 
The Atlantean tryst rebellion destroys Atlantis and the Terat leads the Prides to North America in the 
aftermath.  While most return to Eire, the Immortal Celebrant takes a group of them to the Amazon Basin 
and shows them the Sunedrion he has collected there.  He charges them with the task of watching over 
these and any others found around the world.  Other groups settle in what is now the United States and 
across the Pacific in and around Korea.  Returning to Eire with the Tuatha is the Terat Harlequin known 
as Cu Sith, in later times when the Tuatha have a great need for trysts he would scour Ireland, Scotland 
and England for Milesian women and return them to the Tuatha to breed. 
 
4000 BC 
The Tuatha of Eire explore the nearby main island and discover the Peri mantle of Avalon and the 
Sunedrion resident within it.  They agree to leave the southern portions of the island to the Peri to tend if 
the Peri agree to let them make pilgrimages to the Sunedrion and assist in guarding it in times of need.  A 
friendship develops between Nimue (the Peri guardian of Avalon) and the Tuatha.  The Tuatha patron the 
peoples of the northern portion of the main island (what is now Scotland). 
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3500 BC 
The Nimrod Arianrhod and Boudicca arrive in Eire to monitor the Tuatha for violations of the Silence.  The 
Tuatha of the Amazon create the “Peak of the Mists” mantle along the east face of the Pica da Neblina 
Mountains in what is now the northern part of the Amazonas region of Brazil.  From there they begin tend 
over the Sunedrion hidden within the surrounding Amazon Rainforest, primarily in the Chapada 
Diamantina (Grand Canyon of Brazil).  The mantle will become the crèche of the Tuatha in the modern 
day before the Great Betrayal. 
 
3000 BC 
The Tuatha integrate themselves into the cultures of the Northwest Pacific native population: The Coast 
Salish, Willapa, Chimakum, and Chinook primarily.  In Ireland and the UK, the Peri teach the Tuatha 
about their Menhirs (Henges) and how to use them to hide their presence from the Fir Bholg.  Eventually 
mortals begin to emulate this practice with their own megalithic tombs.  Rather than tie them to the 
Underground as the Peri do, the Tuatha tie them to Ley Lines (which they teach to the Peri) and work with 
humans capable of perceiving them (creating the Co-Walkers Quiet Culture generations later).  The 
mantle of Brú na Bóinne (eventually known as Fae Eire) is created with its entrance at the Newgrange 
megalith.  This would serve as the primary crèche of the Tuatha in its early days of the Stratagem.  The 
Tuatha assist the Peri in beginning construction on the Doomsday Device’s power source, Stonehenge. 
 
2700 BC 
The Tuatha Slayer Partholon encounters the first of the Fir Bohlg, a dark kith known as the Fomorians 
and gathers an army of Tuatha and mortal warriors to defeat them.  But a plague released by the 
Fomorians 150 years later wipes out most of the human population of Ireland.  The Tuatha Keeper Fintan 
is given the task of getting the escaping survivors out of Ireland and hiding them; the Peri assist by 
creating a bridge known as Giant’s Crossing.  The survivors eventually integrate into the people of the 
United Kingdom. 
 
2500 BC 
The Terat begin to realize that something in western Africa is halting the expanding desert, allowing a 
savannah area to exist between the tropical forest and the harsh dry desert left from the Morrigan’s 
flooding of the Fertile Crescent.  The Terat (who had partially cordial relations with the Tuatha in Atlantis) 
invite them to come and look at the flora and fauna of the region to see what they can ascertain.  Two 
Tuatha are sent: Zin Kibaru (a Juggler) and Ougadou-Bida (a Probe).  Tracing back along the Niger River 
the Tuatha find themselves at what is now the area where Guinea and Sierra Leone border.  There in the 
Guinea highlands they discover a Sunedrion Weald. 
 
2300 BC 
The Tuatha tryst Dangun founds Gojoseon in what is now Korea, near the Manchurian border.  The 
mantle was later moved to encompass a Sunedrion Weald found in the southeastern portion of the 
peninsula.  Tuatha continue moving south into the area of California.. they discover a Sunedrion they call 
“Fleetwood” (in appearance similar to the Yucca or “Joshua Tree”).  There are more than one of these 
trees that they can sense and begin to migrate up into the Rockies and spread south and east. 
 
2100 BC 
The Boudicca and Ariarnhod implore to Semiramis to lend assistance against the Fomorians, whose 
dominance and destruction of entire populations is easily far worse towards keeping the Sanguinary in 
slumber than any simple violation of the Silence.  Semiramis allows them to collect warrior refugees from 
the various battles against the Phoenix in early Troy.  These Scythians are brought to Ireland where they 
are known as the Nemeds.   
 
2053 BC 
The Dracul Ki-Rin Ladon discovers a grove of Sunedrion Wealds in Morocco and sets himself as the 
guardian of the golden apple producing trees.  Roughly 800 years later Heracles (in service to the 
Phoenix) and the Terat Cerberus enter the Garden of Hesperides and battle Ladon for the trees.  During 
the battle one of the trees is damaged and a fire Primal appears blocking all three from reaching the 
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trees.  The Tuatha feel the call and come gather the trees (under the guise of “The Children of the West” 
and take them to the Amazon Basin to hide them. 
 
1850 BC 
As the Tuatha Nemeds battle the Fomorian Pictish, the Fomorians gather allies from other minor Droves 
and evolve into what is known as the Fir Bholg today.  The Roane (who lead the Stratagem) are made 
aware of the situation and send a huge wave crashing over Ireland.  The wave destroys most of the 
Nemeds and Giant’s Crossing (was was the arrangement between the Fir Bholg and Dagon of the 
Roane, who is secretly a follower of Sanation) and the Fir Bholg now hold control of Ireland.   
 
1700 BC 
Two of the Tuatha (Oberon and Titania) travel to the Amazon Basin to seek assistance from the Immortal 
Celebrant in creating a haven from which the Tuatha can battle the Fir Bholg.  He returns to Ireland with 
them and the mantle of Tir Nan Og is created in Iceland; the mantle’s entrance will later be moved to the 
middle of the Pacific Ocean at Jarvis Island.  
 
1500 BC 
As most Terat move south and east into Kenya and southern Africa, the Tuatha gain more influence in 
Western Africa and become the dominant force there led by the Keeper Amma.  Ougadou-Bida begins to 
explore the Niger River away from the Sunedrion Weald and comes in contact with many indigenous 
people.  Zin Kibaru has a child that creates the Nommo mantle that surrounds the Sunedrion for which it 
is named. 
 
1400 BC 
The Tuatha appeal to the Morrigan Pride for assistance, but the animosity between the Morrigan and Peri 
causes them to decline.  But Morrigan herself comes to the aid of her former pride with her sisters (Badb, 
macha and Nemain) and the rest of the Raven flock she commands.  The Peri Nuada and Lugh join with 
the Tuatha Danu, Dagda, Ogma and Brigit to do battle with the Fir Bholg in the Battles of Magh Tuiredh; 
they push the droves back to Scotland once more.  The surviving Nemeds return to Ireland as the 
“peoples of the goddess Dannu” as Danu becomes the Paragon of the Tuatha. 
 
1300 BC 
With peace established in Ireland and the main island, the Tuatha turn their attentions to the mainland to 
the south (present-day France).  Here they begin to influence the beginning of the Gauls through the 
region and into what is now southern Germany. 
 
900 BC 
The Adze (while still part of the Anopheles Pride) arrive in what is now present-day Venezuela and 
Colombia.  The Tuatha and their indigenous people stay within the confines of the rainforest and their 
mantle high on the mountainside facing away from the Adze settlements.  Great effort is made to redirect 
the Adze from moving south into Brazil and discovering the mountain and Sunedrion forest in 
 
600 BC 
The Scourge Wong Kwong Bopsa chases a rogue Tuatha through India, while there he befriends a 
number of Dracul and the Milesian Buddha.  He learns and implements a number of Buddhist principles. 
 
575 BC 
Eight Tuatha sense the near death of the Sunedrion Ygdrassil in the Peri mantle of Avalon.  They 
sacrifice themselves along with the Peri Nimue to save the tree.  Nine days later all are found alive again 
on the shore of the lake.  The eight change their names and create a Quiet Culture in Nimue’s name, 
dedicated to nurturing Sunedrion across the world.  The eight Tuatha become known as Viviane, Elaine, 
Nyneve, Viviana, Nivian, Vivienne, Niniane and Nimueh. 
 
536 BC 
The Morrigan expose Dagon as a Drove and the entire Roane pride is condemned and exiled from the 
Stratagem Pact.  Realizing he has been duped by Dagon, the Roane Manannan mac Lir prostrates 
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himself before the Sidhe Tuatha of Ireland and begs their forgiveness for destroying  the Nemed people 
over a thousand years prior.  He becomes a servant of the Tuatha, patrolling the seas between Iceland 
and Ireland against his former Roane bretheren; when allowed, he rests on the Isle of Mann under the 
Fairy Bridge. 
 
500 BC 
The Banjax begin to push for the Nimrod to no longer be recognized as a Pride; they are supported by the 
Phoenix who offer to take in the Nimrod as a single “house” within their Pride. Semiramis refuses and 
convinces the assemblage that Nimrod’s role in enforcing the Silence should keep them separate from 
other Prides. The Arachne, Dracul, Magdalen, Morrigan, Terat and Tuatha vote to keep the Nimrod their 
own Pride; the others vote against. The Dracul only vote yes only after Semiramis agrees to allow male 
members into the Nimrod again. 
 
450 BC 
The Peri begin to influence the Tuatha’s developing Gaul people and become protectors of the Belgae 
peoples (now Belgium). 
 
400 BC 
Tuatha led Celts, seeking out a Sunedrion Weald along the coast of the Adriatic Sea, settle into the area 
that is now northern Croatia and integrate with the Illyrian people.  The Tuatha Pan finds the Sunedrion 
resting in the Palagruža archipelago.  A quiet culture is developed around the new Silvanus mantle 
(called the Silvanae) that accompanies Pan and the other Tuatha of the region known as the Nymphs. 
 
264 BC 
The Punic Wars begin between the Magdalen Olympians (Roman Empire) and the Carthaginian Cabal 
(Carthaginian Empire).  The Peri and Banjax are both brought into the conflict and as a result the war 
reaches the Tuatha in what is now southern France.    
 
200 BC 
The Slayer Boudicca founds her own Triad and adopts local Gaul priests into a Quiet Culture that 
becomes known as the Black Druids. She will spend a great deal of time watching over Tuatha and Peri 
during the Punic and Gallic Wars. 
 
175 BC 
The Morrigan bring their Germanic tribes through the Gaul lands; intent on using the Magdalen’s divided 
attention between the Punic Wars and finishing off the Phoenix’s Macedonian Empire to go after Italy and 
Rome. 
 
108 BC 
In a bid to remove the Tuatha from what is now Korea the Arachne manipulate the weakening Han 
Dynasty into conquering Gojoseon.  Most Tuatha vacate the region save for those few who remain to 
guard the mantle and the Sunedrion Weald it contains. 
 
100 BC 
The Terat Cu Sith finds a mortal tribe of Milesians in Gallia Aquitaine (southwest France) and brings them 
to Ireland to bolster the mortal bloodlines for the Tuatha.  After this he leaves the Tuatha and heads to 
Terat lands in Eastern Europe, feeling he has supplied them with more Bright Bloods than they could ever 
need.  The resulting trysts are immediately sent out to be raised within the various Sunedrion mantles 
around the world.  Tales of this time are recounted as the Ulster Cycle in both Ireland and Scotland. 
 
52 BC 
The Battle of Alesia ends the Gallic Wars as the Eremites, through Ceasar, conquer the Gauls (who had 
come more under Peri influence than Tuatha by this time) and expand the Roman Empire to the Rhine 
River.  The Tuatha lose their Peri allies who scatter and spread out across Europe, effectively leaderless 
and with no common goals.  The Fir Bholg take the opportunity to gain strength in Great Britain, forcing 
the Tuatha to cede dominance over the remaining Gauls to the Morrigan. 
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100 AD 
Wong Kwong Bopsa trails the rogue Tuatha into the southeast of the Korean Peninsula.  He discovers a 
Sunedrion Weald.  Vowing to stay and guard the tree and nurture the people of the area he creates the 
youth order known as the Hwarang and teaches them his personal Buddhist influenced Tuatha 
philosophy.  The Hwarang fighting style eventually becomes Hwarang-Do in the modern world.  The Peri 
become enthralled to the immortal sorceress Ganeida and retreat Underground, leaving Britain open to 
Roman invasion.  Without any allies the Tuatha must take up arms to defend both Ireland and Britain. 
 
150 AD 
Odin retakes the Paragon of the Morrigan and begins making overtures toward the Tuatha in order to 
establish a new alliance between them after the bitter loss of their beloved Celtic Gauls.  The Tuatha 
tentatively enter into a new period of cooperation with the Morrigan and filter out across Europe to assist 
them as the Morrigan prepare to enter Great Britain to push out the Romans.   
 
160 AD 
Within Ireland the Tuatha tryst Fionn mac Cumhail studies under the Peri Nuada in the Slieve Bloom 
Mountains who chose to remain with the mantle of Avalon.  He travels to the Hill of Tara and kills the 
firebreathing Fir Bholg known as Aillen.  He gains control of the Fianna army and eventually gives birth to 
the tryst-bard Oisin who would become the trust of Tir Nan Og (which he still is to this day thanks to the 
youth-giving powers of the Sunedrion it protects). 
 
200 AD 
The eastern movement of the Tuatha brings them in contact with the Hopewell Cultures around present-
day Ohio. 
 
251 AD 
The Morrigan began an invasion into the territories of the Roman Empire, eventually taking over the 
human tribes known as the Franks and Goths to further push into Roman territory. 
 
258 AD 
The Tuatha-Morrigan alliance breaks away Western Europe and forms the Gallic Empire, but it is short 
lived and lost roughly 15 years later at the Battle of Chalons against the Eremite Roman Empire. 
 
306 AD 
The Tuatha of the Korean Peninsula spend a great deal of time holding off incursions of the Hive during 
the Second Hive War. 
 
350 AD 
After consolidating power and alliance with the Tuatha through most of Western Europe, various 
prophecies begin to foretell the rise of a powerful Bright Blood within Great Britain.  Morgana of the 
Morrigan begins to push for heavy Morrigan involvement in the affairs of humans.  The Tuatha Sleeper 
Arawn begins organizing a resistance movement against the Roman Empire’s control in Southwest 
United Kingdom (now Wales) assisted by the Morrigan and Morgana and her followers in particular. 
 
410 AD 
Arthur is crowned King of Britain, the Tuatha call upon several of their number to assist Arthur and take a 
place as Knights at his Round Table: Galahad (Scourge), Gawain (Keeper) and Lancelot (Keeper).  The 
Tuatha Probe Taliesin is also sent to watch for signs of corruption within the Milesian king.  The Tuatha 
lose their Morrigan allies as Morgan Le Fay (the most recent incarnation of Shade/Morgana) has gone 
rogue against the Morrigan and taken refuge with the Peri in Avalon.  Arthur repels the Roman Empire 
from Great Britain. 
 
420 AD 
Taliesin discovers that Morgause, the sister of Arthur and mother of their child Mordred, is actually 
Ganeida in disguise.  They send their knights to seek out the missing Grail containing the Ch’i Pao stone 
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known as the Joystone.  With assistance from Galahad, the Milesian Percival is able to reclaim the Grail 
and finally break the hold Ganeida has over the Peri.  The Peri and Tuatha are able to defeat Ganeida but 
Arthur dies.  Caliburn and the Peri of Avalon abandon Britain over their inability to protect Arthur or resist 
Ganeida.  
 
428 AD 
Arthur’s reign ends Tuatha dominance over the beliefs of the British and to some extend the Irish people 
as well.  The Milesian St. Patrick arrives in Northern Ireland, spreading the judeo-christian belief system 
amongst the people there.  His Religarum is strong enough that the Tuatha’s mortal Druid Quiet Culture is 
forced to leave Ireland (banishing of the ‘snakes’ from the island).  The Eremites use the opportunity to 
bring their own Germanic people (the Anglo-Saxons) to England 
 
465 AD 
Finished 1,000 years of penance, Manannan mac Lir is uplifted into the Tuatha 
 
495 AD 
The Tuatha sponsor the Britons against the Anglo-Saxons in the Battle of Mount Badon, temporarily 
halting Eremite advancement into England.   
 
544 AD 
The Dust appears briefly in England, bringing with it the plague of Justinian. 
 
589 AD 
A large force of mortal warriors led by Wong Kwong Bopsa, repulse the Arachne, Tengu, and the Hive 
from their kingdom known as Silla. 
 
615 AD 
Hindu Religarum invades the outer reaches of Korea, spurred on by the Hive.  The Tuatha do not fight 
back against it, but instead embrace and flow with it, sparing the Korean Peninsula from being overtaken 
by the Hive. 
 
655 AD 
The last pagan king Penda of Mercia dies, the Tuatha have no foothold in either the belief system or the 
government.  They retreat to the more wild areas of Ireland and England and gain foothold in superstition 
and fairy tales. 
 
660 AD 
As the Toltecs rise to power in Mexico to combat the Dark Lady, the Tuatha make their presence in South 
America known to the Dracul.  The Dracul vow to keep their presence a guarded secret, even from their 
Anopheles allies within South and Central America. 
 
667 AD 
Having pushed the other influences out of Korea and uniting the other two greater kingdoms (Baekje and 
Goguryeo), Tuatha begin moving back into the area.  The Gojoseon mantle is moved into Silla to protect 
the Sunedrion Weald. 
 
768 AD 
The Magdalen cabal Carolinga removes the Morrigan influence over the Merovingian kingdom of the 
Franks and gains influence over Charlemagne. Finding that Christianity is actually weakening their hold 
over their earthly empires, the Morrigan send their Vikings to attack and raid, including through England, 
Ireland and finally into Iceland itself.  Outraged the Tuatha dissolve their alliance with the Morrigan in 
France. 
 
800 AD 
The Songhai people arrive and settle in Gao, the Tuatha foster their development as the Drove Lamia 
makes incursions into the Mali peoples. 
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918 AD 
Allowing the peninsula’s mortal people to follow their own course, the greater kingdom of Silla dwindled 
and Goryeo replaced it as the ruling kingdom.  But the teachings of Wong Kwong continued to flourish 
and influence the mortal populace and the immortals of the Tuatha. 
 
987 AD 
Quetzalcoatl (a Ki-Rin possessed by Sharakai) and Rukshasa discreetly travel to the Peak of the Mists 
mantle where they meet with the Tuatha.  The Tuatha provide Quetzalcoatl with a small cache of 
Sunedrion weapons to disperse to his people in the upcoming battle with the Dark Lady in Mexico.  
Rukshasa bathes in a pond within the Sunedrion Forest in the great canyon nearby to empower her for 
battle as well. 
 
962 AD 
The Morrigan ask for aid from the Tuatha in defending Germany from the Holy Roman Empire, the Tuatha 
decline to assist, instead concentrating on their holdings in France. 
 
999 AD 
The Tuatha contend with Drove Marzyc (Nightmare) pushing the fears of judeo-christian mortals about 
the end of the millennium.  The Tuatha in Europe are affected the most and those in Korea, the Amazon 
and the North America are almost completely unaffected. 
 
1014 AD 
The last of the Morrigan Vikings lose their power and influence over Tuatha’s holdings in Ireland as a 
result of the Battle of Contarf. 
 
1066 AD 
The Morrigan’s Norman conquest of the British Isles culminates in the Battle of Hastings, the Morrigan 
take control of all the British Isles from the Eremites and the Tuatha’s Sidhe become subservient to the 
Morrigan in Great Britain.  However, constant Tuatha-inspired civil wars and internal conflict among a 
mortal ruling class the Morrigan did not care much for to begin with, kept the area unstable until the 
Tuatha “ransomed” it out from under the Morrigan in 1194 AD 
 
1100 AD 
Tuatha migrating to the south encounter The Hopi (Pueblo) and Navajo tribes of Native Americans.  The 
Tuatha aid the Banjax (who have already integrated into their cultures) in defending their mortal charges 
from the Skinwalkers:  a new breed of Drove Gaki that has been appearing in what is now the southwest 
United States.  Those migrating to the east encounter the Niitsitapi along the Great Plains.  They will go 
on to integrate with a number of Southwest and Plains tribes including the Comanche, Arapaho, Apache, 
Pawnee, Crow, Navajo, Cheyenne and Sioux; many of these they will share patronage with the Banjax, 
some with the Terat. 
 
1150 AD 
An alliance is entered into by the Banjax (Hiawatha – Scourge), Tuatha (Atotarho, Highbinder) and Terat 
(Deganawidah – Emissary) and the beginning of what will be the Iroquis Confederacy is born. 
 
1171 AD 
The Morrigan as part of their work to take over the British Isles, send the Normans into Ireland.  To 
counter, the Tuatha gain influence over Richard I (the “Lionheart”) who becomes King of England in 1189.  
However, the Tuatha keep him heavily involved in the Third Crusade so they gain no real power in 
England. 
 
1194 AD 
Having been captured by the Byzantine Empire, Richard agrees to make England a vassal of the Holy 
Roman Empire, thus giving the Eremites partial control over England.   
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1200 AD 
The Anopheles and Dracul found the Incan Empire.  The Dracul convince the Anopheles to maintain the 
Empire along the Andes, thus keeping the Tuatha area secret. 
 
1214 AD 
Tuatha sponsored Philip Augustus of France defeats Morrigan sponsored Otto IV of Germany and 
Normandy becomes part of France.  This coupled with Richard I’s ransom of England to the Holy Roman 
Empire becomes the largest coup ever counted against the Morrigan by the Tuatha as King John of 
England is forced to sign the Magna Carta.  This temporarily wipes all Morrigan influences in Western 
Europe and forcing the Morrigan to concentrate on Northern Europe and Japan. 
 
1220 AD 
Caliburn appears at the annual Paragon meeting with an army of Peri and demands they be given equal 
representation among the Stratagem. The Tuatha actually oppose their entry into the Stratagem unsure 
that Caliburn is recovered from the incidents of Arthur and Mordred and able to lead a unified Peri. 
 
1230 AD 
The Korean peninsula is invaded by the Arachne Mongols but the Tuatha instead of fighting negotiated a 
treaty with the Mongols, foiling the Arachne plans for using Korea as a base to attempt another infiltration 
of Japan. 
 
1337 AD 
The Hundred Years’ War begins as the Phoenix, Magdalen, Tuatha and Eremites all clash for interests in 
and around France and western Europe.  In the end the Tuatha and Phoenix spend a great deal of time 
contending with Drove Thule in the region, leaving most of the political battle to the Magdalen and 
Eremites. 
 
1340 AD 
The Songhay peoples with the help of the Tuatha, gain independence from the Mali Empire, which is 
currently heavily influenced by Drove Lamia. 
 
1348 AD 
The Dust again appears in England, bringing the Black Death, an epidemic of bubonic plague.  This 
nearly eliminates Morrigan influence in Ireland as most of their followers succumb to the Dust’s deadly 
bacteria. 
 
1453 AD 
Early in the year the Magdalen win France, other than ejecting Eremite patroned English rulers, they 
make no moves against the Tuatha and Phoenix (most likely to secure there vote in the next Grand 
Conclave).  During the Conclave later in the year the Tuatha still vote against expelling the Anopheles 
and Dracul from the Stratagem Pact, fearful that other Prides will come to South America and discover 
their secret Amazonian holdings. 
 
1461 AD 
Louis XI is replaced with an Arachne Juggler who takes his identity and becomes King of France, one of 
the few acts that placed them in direct competition with the Tuatha and Magdalen.  It is at this point that 
the Tuatha decide to step to the role of fairytale, superstition and folklore as their primary means of 
maintaining a foothold.  This takes them out of direct competition with other Prides in France. 
 
1487 AD 
No longer able to completely keep their presence a secret, the Tuatha aid the Dracul and Anopheles 
when the Dark Lady’s forces attack the Incan Empire of the Andes from Mexico.  The Tuatha confuse and 
misdirect the Dark Lady’s mortal forces, keeping them lost in the western edges of the Amazon. 
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1500 AD 
The Tuatha leave the Stratagem Pact along with the Peri and Banjax; the Peak of the Mists mantle 
becomes the crèche in an effort to add extra protection to the nearby forest.  They Tuatha attempt to 
extend the mantle to encompass the entire forest but the power of the forest is too great to be contained. 
 
1513 AD 
The Tuatha assist Catherine of Aragon (sitting in as regent for her missing husband Henry VIII) in 
stopping Fir Bholg supported Scottish nobility.  
 
1524 AD 
The first attempt by the Apocrypha Francisco Pizarro fails as the Roane cause massive weather 
disturbances along the Pacific Coast of South America.  Two years later the Tuatha attempt to stop 
Pizarro from reaching past Colombia but do not succeed.  However they are able to warn the Dracul who 
rally the Incans that hold off Pizarro and the Apocrypha for over six years. 
 
1536 AD 
The Tuatha encounter the Milesian Francisco de Orellana in his search for the El Dorado (actually a 
Banjax mantle); they see to his safe journey as he inadvertently charts the Amazon River.  The Magdalen 
take the opportunity to pull Ireland under their English rule through Henry VIII. 
 
1581 AD 
The Saadi Dynasty of Morocco, under influence of the Magdalen, conquer the Songhai Empire.  The 
Magdalen continue to have their mortal empire push to the Niger River but pull them back and do not 
secure the entire region.  They are stopped when they encounter a battle between Drove Mut and 
members of the Tuatha being led by a Primal rising out of the Niger River. 
 
1592 AD 
Apocryphal influence in Dracul-monitored Japan causes Japan to attempt an invasion of Asia by going 
through Korea.  The Dracul’s Ming Dynasty in China steps in to aid the Tuatha in repelling an invasion by 
Japan. 
 
1600 AD 
The Morrigan take control of England by quietly infiltrating and destroying Fir Bholg influence in Scotland 
and gaining control of James VI (King of Scots) who ascends to the English throne when Queen Elizabeth 
dies.  They send incursions into what is now the United States and ally with the Iroquois Confederacy as 
the French Magdalen befriend the Algonquian peoples. This division starts the French Iroquois Wars with 
the Terat caught partially in the middle. With no Stratagem it is open warfare that eventually pulls in the 
Banjax on the side of the Iroquois and the Tuatha on the side of the Algonquian in an effort by each to 
protect those peoples from further damage. 
 
1620 AD 
The Arachne’s Manchu people attempt another invasion of Korea but are again repulsed by the Tuatha. 
 
1634 AD 
The Tuatha’s Algonquian attempt an alliance with the Mohawk tribes, but find the Mohawk to already be 
under the influence of the Morrigan, war erupts with the Mohawk often attacking the people of the Tuatha 
in the region. 
 
1754 AD 
The Magdalen sponsored Canadian French and the Tuatha / Osiri sponsored Native American Indians 
ally together but are unable to repulse the domination of Eastern North America by the Morrigan, Eremite 
and Anopheles. 
 
1785 AD 
The Anopheles bring Baphomet (the skull of Muhammad containing the Luststone) into France.  As the 
Anopheles take over the royalty, the Phoenix come to the Tuatha and bring their followers together to 
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start a revolution.  Most of the Tuatha’s time is spent stopping the Wormine from convincing starving 
mortals from following them into the Underworld while the Phoenix arranged for the rebellion of the 
people in the urban areas. 
 
1794 AD 
The Tuatha Highbinder Atotarho helps broker a peace that results in the signing of the Canandaigua 
Treaty with the United States.  
 
1800 AD  
The Morrigan force the completion of the union of Ireland to the already united England and Scotland.  As 
payment to appease the Magdalen and Tuatha they make a declaration against the mortal slave trade 
within the United Kingdom in 1807. 
 
1837 AD 
The Tuatha spend nearly 70 years sending Highbinders and Slayers out to assist the Magdalen capture 
their escaped medical experiment, Spring Heeled Jack.  The bizarre creature, whose core is a Cannibal 
Drone, eventually moves on to a new host and becomes responsible for a number of serial killings in 
England, most notably in White Chapel in the late 1880’s. 
 
1854 AD 
The Anopheles join their mortal forces with those of the Magdalen, Phoenix, Tuatha, Morrigan and 
Eremites to counter the military power of Nimrod controlled Russia in the Crimean War. 
 
1880 AD 
In order to keep the people of their region generally safe from rampant slavery and to keep influence 
away from their Sunedrion at the heart of the Niger, the Tuatha of the area pushed for those Tuatha with 
influence over the French government to ask for assistance from the Phoenix who had great influence 
with the French people at this point.  Most of the territory belonging to not only the Phoenix, but also the 
Tuatha, came under French control by1900. 
 
1894 AD 
The Morrigan and Arachne both vie for control of Korea as a staging point to influence each other’s 
territories in the First Sino-Japanese War. 
 
1910 AD 
The Morrigan’s Japan annexes Tuatha’s Korea, gaining a foothold on the Asian mainland.  The Tuatha 
were allowed to keep their mantle and oversee the Sunedrion, but the Morrigan forced out Tuatha 
influence of Korea in what was a brutal takeover and rule of the country.  In order to keep enough 
presence around the mantle, descendants of the original Hwarang became part of the Atamasu (Will of 
the Sacred Place) Quiet Culture. 
 
1937 AD 
In response to the coming war, the primary entrance to Tir Nan Og is moved to Jarvis Island in the Pacific 
Ocean and other entrances are closed. 
 
1948 AD 
Korea is split into North and South as the Nimrod attempt to take over the country after the Russalki 
infiltrate.  The Tuatha are able to convince the other Prides to work on their followers within the United 
Nations to instead split the nation.  The northern half was turned over to Nimrod control, where the 
Russalki were primarily located.  The southern half remained under Tuatha watch with assistance from 
the Banjax.  Unfortunately, the Russalki infiltrated the North Korean government and influenced them to 
invade South Korea in 1950, starting the Korean War.   
 
1949 AD 
As repayment to the Tuatha who they had subjugated through the last two world wars, the southern half 
of Ireland breaks away to form its own independent country once again. 
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1951 AD 
The Tuatha provide assistance to the Banjax in their attempt to break the colonization of Africa by 
European colonies, starting in Libya.  In 1960 pressure from the Phoenix led the French government to 
relent and grant independence to a large part of French West Africa. 
 
1961 AD 
The environmental damage to flora and fauna from modern wars causes the Tuatha in both Europe and 
North America to adopt a more negative stance towards human poisons, weapons of mass destruction 
and warfare.  An alliance between the Tuatha, Peri and Terat begin providing funding to the newly 
developed World Wildlife Fund. 
 
1963 AD 
In South America the Tuatha begin facing the encroachment of farms utilizing “slash and burn” methods 
that began deforestation of the Amazon.  The Vietnam War against the Tengu takes a drastic turn, 
several Prides are affected including the Tuatha in the region who are targeted in the “free fire” zones and 
exposed to napalm and other deadly gases. 
 
1969 AD 
Division among the Tuatha contributes to “The Troubles” in Northern Ireland for the next 30 years, 
including the formation of the Provisional Irish Republican Army (the IRA). 
 
1970 AD 
An alliance of followers of the Peri and Tuatha stage the Amchitka concert in the Pacific Coliseum in 
Vancouver, launching the organization known as Greenpeace.  The Tuatha begin sponsoring various 
medieval re-enactment groups after seeing the success of the Arachne with the same. 
 
1972 AD 
Tuatha foster the Band of Mercy, which eventually becomes known as the Animal Liberation Front.  
Within the decade they would launch the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society that immediately becomes 
patroned by the Roane (secretly until they are admitted back into the Stratagem in 1997).  Another year 
after that came the beginnings of Earth First!  Twenty years later a group of Tuatha trysts (Elves) would 
divert Tuatha resources to form the Earth Liberation Front, which would then be patroned by the Tuatha. 
 
1995 AD 
The Tuatha come to the aid of the Nimrod in North Korea as the Kodama aid the Russalki by spreading a 
famine throughout the area.  It takes two years for the Tuatha to restore enough natural balance to end 
the famine.  
 
1999 AD 
The Tuatha are attacked in their mantles by the Droves via the Zuzog.  Several Sunedrion Wealds are 
lost; the Tuatha expend great effort to transplant Sunedrion where possible in an effort to collect together 
and fortify their defenses against attacks. 
 
2001 AD 
The Amaranth along with members of the Jury join the Tuatha, now part of the Court of Life.  The 
Amaranth rise to leadership with the Immortal Celebrant in an effort to fortify Tir Nan Og and the Peak of 
the Mists as the two main places they will work from. 
 
2004 AD 
The Tuatha begin to come together as the majority of the Sunedrion are moved to Atlantis.  The 
Celebrant removes himself from the affairs of the new tribe as Danu steps up as Paragon once again.  
The Amaranth form Danu’s core council to administrate the tribe’s affairs.  A call is put forth to track down 
any Zuzog being grown outside of Sheol and to re-collect the Sunedrion weapons unleashed into the 
world.  In addition the standing orders to find any remaining Sunedrion not properly protected and bring 
them to Atlantis by any means necessary.


